R1671  CRT 100 LENS DIAGNOSTIC DISPENSING SYSTEM (DDS) w/PLASMA  
Orange HDS

R1674  CRT DDS 36 LENS EXTENDED SET w/PLASMA  
Orange HDS

R1677  CRT 9 LENS BASE CURVE DDS EXTENDED SET w/PLASMA  
Orange HDS

R1661  CRT DUAL AXIS 16 LENS TRIAL SET w/PLASMA  
Green HDS 100

R1662  CRT DUAL AXIS 40 LENS TRIAL SET w/PLASMA  
Green HDS 100

R1663  CRT DUAL AXIS 80 LENS TRIAL SET w/PLASMA  
Green HDS 100

R1665  Z CRT DUAL AXIS 16 LENS TRIAL SET w/PLASMA  
Blue Menicon Z

R1666  Z CRT DUAL AXIS 40 LENS TRIAL SET w/PLASMA  
Blue Menicon Z

R1667  Z CRT DUAL AXIS 80 LENS TRIAL SET w/PLASMA  
Blue Menicon Z

R1325  CRT PRACTICE MANAGEMENT KIT  
Contains patient education materials, staff training tools, referral and patient testimonial programs, educational patient video, as well as printed brochures, posters and office display items. S&H is additional.

R1327  CRT TECHNICAL KIT  
Contents: Paragon CRT initial lens selector slide rule, yellow wratten filter, Paragon CRT Clinical manual & dispensing guide. S&H is additional.

R1681  RG-4 31 LENS DIAGNOSTIC FITTING SET

R1682  RG-4 SINGLE REPLACEMENT LENS FOR DIAGNOSTIC SET

R1679  PARAGON CRT CORNEAL TOPOGRAPHY SOFTWARE  
A software program for facilitating the selection of Paragon CRT®, Paragon CRT Dual Axis® and Paragon RG-4 corneal reshaping contact lenses based on topography data. Corneal topography data may be imported from a variety of commercially available systems, including
  o Medmont Studio 4 -5   o Oculus Keratograph 4
  o Oculus Easygraph   o Tomey Version 1 - 4
  o Keratron - Scout/Piccolo

The program displays simulated fluorescein patterns of the various Paragon corneal reshaping contact lens designs, making adjusting parameters of the corneal reshaping lens and viewing the alternate fitting and treatment patterns a simple process.